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Nothing evokes an instant desire to travel more than beautiful images or videos that tell amazing stories of places,
people or experiences in the world. Travel brands know this and have always covered their magazines, brochures,
catalogues, posters and ads with images that best illustrate what a destination has in store for visitors. As with so
many industries, social media is fundamentally
transforming how brands communicate and relate
with customers. With inspiration and research
shifting from the offices of travel agents and onto
social platforms used on mobile devices, consumer
attention is shifting in a big way for travel brands.

Today, one in every five minutes on a mobile device is
spent on Instagram or Facebook, nearly 80 percent of
time on social media is spent on a mobile device and
over 2.5 billion people use social media daily (Facebook
and comScore).
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Vast amounts of high quality content is available at will on social platforms where photographers and
videographers make a living from travelling the world and sharing their experiences. To stand out in this environment,
brands have to produce more content of a much higher quality. To compound this problem, one content set is unlikely
to fit all social platforms. Each platform presents its own visual format limitations that imply creative opportunities
and particular content style expectation from its audience. For instance, Instagram images and videos can be very
polished, although at a relatively small resolution compared to professional photography. Snapchat stories can be
much more in-the-moment and embellished with augmented reality.

Obtaining content for social distribution is thus a key problem for the modern marketing of a Tourism
Board. User-generated content (UGC) is one approach that some have used to effect. UGC works best for product
shots where users can capture fashion items (for example) in real-life and often in quirky situations, improving upon
the impact generated by traditional white background product shots. But UGC photography is rarely as polished or
inspirational as professional photography and, for travel photography that showcases a country, this really matters.
Casual snaps by travellers using smartphones may capture unusual moments, but only professional equipment and
thoughtful post-processing can recreate the deep colours seen by the human eye. Such photography comes at a price
and, as with any creative work, commercial impact is variable and far from guaranteed.
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When working with photographers or a content

agency, one is usually presented with hundreds of
images and asked to select a handful that they will
own. This choice can feel subjective, and it transfers
responsibility for content performance from the
content creators to the brand or tourism board.
Combined with the need for authentic content that
matches multiple social platforms with distinct
content styles, this creates an absolute pain point for
countries and brands working with content creators.
Visual analytics models can potentially lessen this
burden to predict the success of deliverables and
therefore mitigate the uncertainty associated with
marketing content.

Image processing

A ‘social-first’ drone shot captured
by the Beautiful Destinations team in Mo’orea.

has changed
dramatically since Alex Krizhevsky and his
collaborators swept the ImageNet object recognition
competition in 2012 with a convolutional neural
network trained on graphical processing units (GPUs)
– an instance of deep learning. In contrast to the
methods it replaced, deep learning is characterised
by human level accuracy based on large training
datasets and large computational power. Deep
learning obviated the need for humans to engineer
the image processing pipeline and instead learns endto-end, from the pixels in the image to the outcome
which has a direct business relevance. At the core,
deep learning is based on connected layers that are
successively higher level representations. The lowest
levels of image processing may look at edges and fine
patterns in the image. At a slightly higher level, these
are then connected to make basic shapes, such as
rounds and corners which, at a higher level, become
parts of the object to be recognised (e.g. wheels on
a motorcycle). At the highest level is then the final
interpretation of the image.

The flexibility

of the deep convolutional network extends to tasks that go beyond recognising objects in
images. Early extensions were recognising the scene setting of an image or the image style. Recent work has applied
convolutional networks to medical diagnosis and the visual part of self-driving cars. Convolutional networks can
also be run in a ‘generative’ mode where, instead of classifying images, they can modify or produce new images from
scratch. A more recent invention, this is resource-demanding and the graphical resolution achievable can be limited.
A beautiful application of this is the ‘Neural art’ in which the artistic style of a painting is transferred to an arbitrary
photograph (Gatys, 2015).

Beautiful Destinations has built a proprietary visual analytics model that applies deep learning
and convolutional neural networks to predict engagement on images that are posted on social media. Although the
idea of predicting the impact of images is not new, most other attempts to do this have focussed upon using social
signals - for instance, predicting the click-through rate on paid ads from the number of likes on organic distribution.
This approach again may work for scouting product images from user-generated content, but does not scale for a
content agency delivering premium original content. For this reason, the company’s data science team built a new
model that looks only at the pixels in an image to predict its success. Making a prediction takes about one second, so
thousands of images can be ranked with little effort for a client.
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Beautiful Destinations’ proprietary visual analytics model can predict the number of likes a photo will receive on specific
Instagram accounts.

The methods that work for object recognition can be applied directly to predicting engagement on images
and this already has a good predictive power. However, a key challenge in modelling engagement is that different
channels and different social accounts have different needs and different expectations from their respective audiences.
The content that works for a rap star celebrity account may not work for a travel account. There is some overlap, but
building a predictive model when adjusted for the specific account it is predicting for achieves superior accuracy. The
switch between general learning and learning within a specific context, and transferring knowledge from the general
to the specific and back from the collectively specific tasks to the general case, is what is known as ‘Transfer Learning.’
This can be used to make engagement predictions for specific purposes, such as on individual social accounts and
click-through rates for specific ad demographic audiences.

Many countries and brands also have a certain visual style and visual identity. Respecting and

reinforcing this style is much more important than getting a large number of ‘likes’ on social posts. For instance,
pictures of funny cats may drive high engagement on many accounts but may undermine a countries message about
sustainable tourism for example. The convolutional machinery from engagement prediction fortunately also allows
analysts to look at the similarity between images, either in pairs or how a single image fits into a group of images that
have historically been posted on a channel. This can be used to estimate the probability that an image fits a brand
identity and to filter out images that may drive high engagement, even specifically on this channel, but nevertheless
does not fit the brand message.

As with any predictive algorithm there is a limited accuracy and a discrepancy between the prediction and the
realised outcome. A good predictor will have a small error, but nonetheless there will always be some deviation from
the outcome. This accuracy is quantified by holding back a small portion of the dataset and, when developing and
training the model has finished, calculating the error in those held-back images by predicting the engagement and
comparing with the observed engagement.
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The Internet is full of ‘helpful’ advice on how to optimise
engagement. Images with faces get 3x more likes! Blue
images perform better! Beautiful Destinations has tested
these theories and found that for a large global account such
simple rules have very little impact on engagement, similarly
to the time of the day we post and what hashtags we use.
And yet we can predict engagement. Our model has millions
of parameters, and it is difficult generalise the predictions
into rules that are simple to verbalise. But we can enquire
of the model which parts of the image contribute most to
a predicted engagement score, and overlay a heatmap
profile of that contribution on the original image. In the
Dubai image, the skyline is the main driver of engagement,
but the colouring of the clouds and intricate road details
also help. In the London image, the symmetry of the wheel
and clouds dominates; you need the reflection as well as
the original object to drive high engagement.

To back up

these predictions, analysts can use the Facebook marketing platform for validation before sending
content to clients. Facebook and Instagram ads can give a huge insight in how different pieces of content are performing,
not only in absolute terms but also for specific audiences. The breakdowns facility in the Facebook ad tools can divide
the responses by age, gender, location, device or time of day to examine how the audience response vary across these
factors in ways that are not yet accessible on organic social distributions. These breakdowns can be used to target specific
pieces of content to the audience segments in which it is most effective.
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Looking toward the future, video will be one of the fastest growing trends on social media, as it
can be more engaging and better used to tell stories. The technology Beautiful Destinations has built can be transferred
directly to videos as similar algorithms have shown great performance for their analysis.

While the combination of visual analytics and ad optimisation can achieve outstanding results, visual analytics

especially has quite a high threshold to get started. The active academic community indicates that this is an area
where new ideas are developed rapidly and it takes a team of specialists, and the right equipment, to stay on top of it.

The ad analytics framework is much more mature and therefore allows marketing companies to make fast gains

in moving toward a more analytic approach to find their best content. Some social media platforms, such as Facebook
or Instagram, have an existing marketing platform that can be leveraged to obtain valuable insights into what content
works for which demographic. Testing the most promising content as ads can validate marketing teams’ intuition
and allows for making last minute changes to portfolios used for next marketing campaigns, all for a budget of only a
few dollars per image. The returned demographic breakdowns mentioned earlier in case of the Facebook marketing
platform open up the possibility to pick and choose the best content depending on the expected audience of the
medium used in a campaign. This can increase the returns with minimum effort. The use of Bayesian statistics in ad
optimisation, which allows to learn from previous experiences, can make this process even more time and budget
efficient and increase its accuracy.

The problem of choosing high quality content that transports the brand/country image to the customer and
fits into the required style of an individual social platform is a very difficult one but, given its importance for efficient
marketing campaigns in all industries (especially travel), it deserves all our attention. The rise of social media has
made beautiful photos and videos even more important for impactful marketing and the creation, selection and
distribution of content deserves all of the effort and the best tools that are available.

By Beautiful Destinations Data Science Team
www.beautifuldestinations.com
Follow us on Instagram! @beautifuldestinations
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About the Author
Jeremy Jauncey, founder of Beautiful Destinations, is a passionate

believer in the power of visual storytelling and its impact in spreading positivity
and inspiration. Under his leadership, Beautiful Destinations has evolved from
a passion project on Instagram into a media company with the largest travel
community on social media, with more than 15 million followers in 180 countries.
Growing up on a farm in Perthshire, Scotland with a Colombian mother and Scottish
father, travel has always been in Jeremy’s blood. He moved to New Zealand for a
career in rugby upon completing secondary school, which opened his eyes to how
big the world is and how little he’d seen of it. This is when Jeremy’s passion for
travel really ignited. His life took an unexpected turn after a sports-related injury,
but his mother always instilled in him the power of positivity. Jeremy put all of his
time and energy into developing as an entrepreneur in the healthcare and tech industries, launching his business
career by growing the European arm of one of the world’s largest e-commerce and rewards businesses. At its peak,
the business had over 300 employees and raised over 50 million dollars in venture funding.
Throughout years of business travel, Jeremy felt he didn’t have a go-to resource for travel research that resonated
with him and other millennials. He knew there was an opportunity to fill the void, and social media had always
been an outlet to get his creative juices flowing. This, combined with Jeremy’s passion in seeking amazing stories
of places, people and experiences, was his inspiration behind creating Beautiful Destinations.
Jeremy has been featured in Forbes, Bloomberg Businessweek, GQ, Harper’s BAZAAR, Travel + Leisure, People, The
New York Post, Skift, The Guardian, The Daily Mail, DuJour, ITV and more. In addition to travel, he is very passionate
about fitness and nutrition, which he maintains throughout his adventures.

Beautiful Destinations

Voted by Fast Company as one of the World’s Most Innovative Companies in 2017,
is a millennial media company that seeks to make the world a better place through the sharing of authentic,
inspirational and immersive travel stories. We create and curate content to celebrate the beauty of the world and
inspire people to travel. Beautiful Destinations is the largest millennial travel audience on social media today.
In 180 countries, over 15 million people (80% between 18-35 years old) engage with our content daily on Instagram,
Facebook, Snapchat, YouTube and Weibo.
Our award-winning creative agency shoots “social-first” content for some of the world’s best travel brands and
tourism boards, with a specialty in video (regular, vertical and 360), drone and photography content creation that
helps our partners generate a return on digital media. We’ve partnered with the Tourism Boards of Hong Kong, New
York City, Ireland and the Philippines, as well as global brands including Marriott, Hilton Hotels & Resorts, Airbnb,
Samsung, Mastercard and more.
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